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Abstract—Vector Flow Imaging (VFI) has received an increasing attention in the scientific field of ultrasound, as it enables angle independent visualization of blood flow. VFI can be used in volume flow estimation, but a vessel segmentation is needed to make it fully automatic. A novel vessel segmentation procedure is crucial for wall-to-wall visualization, automation of adjustments, and quantification of flow in state-of-the-art ultrasound scanners. We propose and discuss a method for accurate vessel segmentation that fuses VFI data and B-mode for robustly detecting and delineating vessels. The proposed method implements automated VFI flow measures such as peak systolic velocity (PSV) and volume flow. An evaluation of the performance of the segmentation algorithm relative to expert manual segmentation of 60 frames randomly chosen from 6 ultrasound sequences (10 frame randomly chosen from each sequence) is also presented. Dice coefficient denoting the similarity between segmentations is used for the evaluation. The coefficient ranges between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates perfect agreement and 0 indicates no agreement. The Dice coefficient was 0.91 indicating a very agreement between automated and manual expert segmentations. The flowrig results also demonstrated that the PSVs measured from VFI had a mean relative error of 14.5% in comparison with the actual PSVs. The error for the PSVs measured from spectral Doppler was 29.5%, indicating that VFI is 15% more precise than spectral Doppler in PSV measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate delineation of vessels is crucial for visualization and quantification of flow in state-of-the-art ultrasound scanners. Available segmentation procedures are mainly based on either B-mode images or flow estimates only. However, the main challenge in devising an accurate vessel segmentation procedure is to incorporate both B-mode image and flow data for better identifying the vessels. This paper presents a hybrid segmentation algorithm that fuses B-mode and vector velocity estimations (VFI) for robustly detecting and segmenting vessels in ultrasound images. VFI enables angle independent visualization of blood flow, and allows doctors to see and estimate the direction and velocity of blood flow in all directions and at any angle. This provides an angle independent visualization of blood hemodynamics for the cardiovascular system in real time [1]. Today’s commercial ultrasound scanners are not able to present a perfect wall-to-wall delineation of vessels, while displaying the VFI images.
step implements artifact rejection based on size, shape, and amount of flow to ensure that only vessels are retained. Fourth step implements an inter-frame co-registration of consequent segmented frames to make sure that vessels segmented in each frame are in correspondence with the same vessels segmented in the neighboring frames of the sequence.

1) Generating the marker image:

**Extraction of inner-markers:** Detection of inner markers are achieved by skeletonization that extracts the center-line of the VFI data. The absolute value of VFI estimates were used in segmentation procedure. The process extracted the centerline of the flow data that also indicated the locations inside the vessel boundary. The skeletonization started by computing the distance transform of the inverted binary mask of VFI data (see Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)). Then the ridge lines on the distance transform are considered as the center-line of the flow data (see Fig. 1(d)).

**Extraction of outer-marker mask:** The detection of outer markers are achieved using the B-mode image. Strong specular regions are extracted from the B-mode and used as an indication of regions outside the vessels. For this purpose, the envelope of the acquired scan is first computed. A cumulative histogram of the intensity values is then generated. The intensity values less than half of the maximum intensities in the envelope are disregarded, and a mask of strong signal regions is generated. The mask is then multiplied to a dilated version of the VFI mask and yielded the outer marker mask as shown in Fig. 1(e). The inner and outer markers are combined in one marker-image binary mask (see Fig. 1(f)), and used to initialize the region growing algorithm on the B-mode image.

2) Marker-controlled region growing:

Marker-controlled watershed is used to delineate the boundaries of the vessel-like structures bracketed by the marker image. The B-mode image is median filtered, and a watershed segmentation of this filtered image with respect to the Marker image yielded the segmentation of the vessel-like structures (see Fig. 1(g)). However, segmentation results contain non-vessel structures that should be excluded.

3) Artifact rejection:

The region growing resulted in over-segmented regions, which are not vessels. This step implements artifact rejection
Based on size, shape and amount of flow to ensure that only the vessels are retained (see Fig. 1(h)). Basically, elongated objects containing flow data are kept in segmentation results and the rest are excluded. Even though, the retained structures in this step are vessel-like objects, the boundaries of the vessels might have some discrepancies with respect to the actual vessel boundaries.

4) Inter-frame co-registration of segmentations:

To refine the segmentation, so that it follows the exact vessel boundaries, an inter-frame co-registration of segmentations is performed. To deform parts of the segmentation that does not follow the actual vessel boundaries, 10 to 25 frames (according to the frame rate) neighboring in time are considered. Segmentations performed on all the neighboring frames are co-registered and regions matching in at least 80% of the frames are considered to be the actual vessels (See Fig. 1(i)).

B. Enabling VFI automated measures

In this section the possibility of automating the two crucial flow measures such as PSV and volume flow using VFI are introduced.

1) Automated Peak systolic velocity (PSV) measurement using VFI:

Using the proposed method, the vessel walls are accurately delineated. Fig. 5 shows an example of segmentation of a human carotid. The red lines indicate the location of the vessel walls delineated by the proposed method. Two points are set across the vessel on the delineated vessel boundaries. Then, PSV along the line connecting the two points, through the vessel, across a cardiac cycle is calculated (see Fig. 5). The red horizontal line indicates the position as well as the average peak velocity angle throughout the cycle. The green horizontal line indicates the center and the circular cross section found inside the vessel for measuring the volume flow.

2) Automated volume flow measurement using VFI:

First, the vessel walls are automatically delineated, and VFI is refined so that it covers the whole vessel region. This enables the correct estimation of volume flow. Second, the volume flow can be computed without user manual intervention of a user. This is performed by automatically selecting vessel cross-sections between the segmented walls for computing the volume flow in VFI (see yellow circular cross section in Fig. 5). The volume flow is implemented using the method proposed in [8].

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The proposed segmentation algorithm was applied to 5 carotid artery sequences. Five healthy subjects were scanned, and a total of 5 carotid artery sequences each containing 500 frames were acquired. Also a phantom including a carotid with a bifurcation was scanned and used in this study. The beamformed RF data were acquired using a BK3000 scanner (BK Ultrasound, Denmark) connected to a 192-element 4.1 MHz linear array transducer (9032, BK Ultrasound). The beamformed RF data were simultaneously recorded by a research interface on the scanner, and processed with the proposed algorithm off-line. For in-vitro flowrig validation of VFI, a flow system (CompuFlow 1000, Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies, Toronto, Canada) circulating a blood-mimicking fluid (BMF-US, Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies, Toronto, Canada) in a closed loop circuit was used. The linear transducer was fixed at a distance of 1.5 cm from the vessel of 12 mm in diameter with a beam-to-flow angle of 60 degrees. For increasing constant flowrig peak velocities of 5-60 cm/s, Spectral Doppler and VFI data were recorded. For precision analysis, each velocity setting was recorded twice. All the measures are implemented in a in-house application specialized for VFI visualization and quantitative flow measures. All the PSV and volume flow measurements are performed using this application. The distribution of peak velocity amplitudes and angles during one cardiac cycle are also automatically computed and reported in the tool.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Automated segmentation results were compared with manual segmentations performed by an experienced user on 60 frames (10 frame randomly chosen from each sequence). Dice coefficient denoting the similarity between segmentations was
carotid phantom with a bifurcation and carotid of a normal male subject are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Fig. 3 shows the results of in-vitro flowrig validation of VFI for measuring PSV. Relative errors of the PSVs measured from VFI and spectral Doppler comparing to the actual PSVs were 14.5% and 29.5% respectively (see Fig. 4). The figure shows that VFI offers a more precise and reliable alternative for velocity estimation of PSV in comparison with the current clinical standard using spectral Doppler. Fig. 5 shows a screen shot of the CFU visualization application, in which a carotid artery belonging to a 29 years old healthy male subject is segmented and VFI is visualized. The PSV and volume flow are also measured using the application and reported. PSV was 52.66 cm/s and the volume flow was 9 cm³/s. The distribution of angle during one cardiac cycle was 89.54 ± 1.46 degrees.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel hybrid segmentation algorithm that combines VFI and B-mode to delineate the vessel boundaries. The algorithm also implemented PSV and volume flow for VFI. The empirical results showed a dice coefficient of 0.91, indicating a good match between segmentation performed by the algorithm and the expert. The results of the flowrig measurements also showed that VFI was 15% more precise than spectral Doppler for PSV measurement. Therefore, the proposed method enables a better visualization of VFI as well as the automatic quantitative flow measures using vector velocities. The algorithm can also be used in daily clinical practice as an alternative tool for making a quantitative flow measures.
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